
MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Nettlebed Stingers Vs BombprintNettlebed Stingers Vs BombprintNettlebed Stingers Vs BombprintNettlebed Stingers Vs Bombprint    

8888////6/6/6/6/2012012012019999    

POM: Saskia Hocking (Bombprint) 

POM: Lydia Johnston (Nettlebed Stingers) 

  

It was the last fixture of the season for Bomb Print who were taking on top of the table 

Nettlebed. NB won the toss and took an early lead ending the first quarter 7-6 up. 

 

 A very windy Morning by made scoring goals difficult for NB shooting duo and BP 

defence winning almost every rebound helped them take a 3 goal lead going into half 

time 14-11. 

 

Both teams continued a very quick and friendly game with excellent play from both 

teams BP increased the lead to 5 finishing the 3rd quarter 21-16. 

 

The last quarter started well for NB winning 4 goals on the trot. The NB shooting team 

had their eyes in and scored at every chance. NB narrowed the goal difference. 

 

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Nettlebed Stingers  25 Nettlebed Stingers  25 Nettlebed Stingers  25 Nettlebed Stingers  25 ----    Bombprint 25Bombprint 25Bombprint 25Bombprint 25    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Nettlebed Stingers Vs BombprintNettlebed Stingers Vs BombprintNettlebed Stingers Vs BombprintNettlebed Stingers Vs Bombprint    

1111////6/6/6/6/2012012012019999    

POM: Emily Warne (Bombprint) 

POM: Totie Southwell (Nettlebed Stingers) 

  

Nettlebed Stingers won the centre pass and quickly scored the first goal, however it was 

a long 5 minutes of end to end play before the next goal was conceded by Bombprint 

with both teams making great interceptions in the circle. Bombrint defence L Foncette 

(GK) and M Smith (GD) put pressure on the Nettlebed shooters however Stingers 

managed to take an early lead of 6-3. 

 

Bombprint shooters V Palmer (GS) and S Hocking (GA) got into their stride with an 

additional 4 goals in the second quarter, but were unable to match the 13 goals scored 

by Nettlebed bringing the score to 19-6 at half time. 

 

Quarter three saw more end to end play, with strong attacking from Bombprint centre 

court players. Nettlebed defence duo C Stubbs (GK) and J Goforth (GD) won the majority 

of rebounds which were then converted by C Priddy (GS) and K Bayfield (GA) to allow 

Nettlebed to pull away in the final quarter to win 35-16. A great game from both teams 

despite the very hot sunny conditions! Players of the match awarded to Totie Southwell 

for Nettlebed and Emily Warne for Bombprint. 

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Nettlebed Stingers  35 Nettlebed Stingers  35 Nettlebed Stingers  35 Nettlebed Stingers  35 ----    Bombprint 16Bombprint 16Bombprint 16Bombprint 16    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Bombprint Vs LP Bombprint Vs LP Bombprint Vs LP Bombprint Vs LP WhirlwindWhirlwindWhirlwindWhirlwind    

16/3/16/3/16/3/16/3/2012012012019999    

POM: Lauren Foncette (LP Whirlwind) 

POM:  Kelly Thomas (Bombprint) 

  

LP Whirlwind got first centre and scored there first goal, Bombprint centre but they 

struggle to get in to the Scoring End with LP Whirlwind tight defence intercepting the 

ball and bringing up to there goal end with another goal despite the strong winds LP 

Whirlwind GA Kelly Thomas was unstoppable and scoring a goal at every opportunity 

ending the first quarter.  

4-10 to Laurel Park 

Second quarter Bomprint made some changes in there goal end to try and bring back 

the first quarter goals missed. The changes worked as this brought bombprint up 8 goals 

from first quarter.  

BP-GK Lauren Foncette marking her GS and intercepting every opportunity when LP 

players passed in to her ending the quarter 5 goal difference. 

12-17 to LP Whirlwind  

3rd Quarter Both teams continued to fight with the extreme winding conditions with the 

ball going from end to end wind effecting shots and passes outstanding interceptions 

from both defences but LP Whirlwind continued to grab them goals leaving the quarter 

with 8 goal lead. 

15-23 to LP Whirlwind  

4th quarter LP Whirlwind GK T.Lawrance had a finger injury they had to swap in a new 

keeper Bombprint continued to fight but just couldn’t catch up with the 8 goal difference 

and only managing to score 4 goals in last quarter and LP Whirlwind scoring 10.    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Bombprint 18  Bombprint 18  Bombprint 18  Bombprint 18  ----    LP LP LP LP WhirlwindWhirlwindWhirlwindWhirlwind    33333333    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

ACF Vs BombprintACF Vs BombprintACF Vs BombprintACF Vs Bombprint    

2/3/2/3/2/3/2/3/2012012012019999    

POM: Carol Green (ACF) 

POM:  Jill Elliott (Bombprint) 

  

Both teams settled in to an even pace with some even end to end play, both teams 

getting used to the smaller posts. ACF just edged ahead at the end of the first quarter 

10-7. 

 

Bomprint had a change around and looked more determined with some excellent 

defending by Martina Smith in her first game back after her recent ceasarian. This 

brought them into the lead at half time by 2 goals.  

 

ACF made some minor mistakes in the third quarter enabling Bombprint to increase their 

lead but the match was still up for grabs with only 4 goals in it.  

 

Some excellent shooting from Jill Elliott saw Bombprint pull away in the final qtr to win 

43-31   

    

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: ACF 31 ACF 31 ACF 31 ACF 31 ––––    Bombprint 43Bombprint 43Bombprint 43Bombprint 43    

        



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Thunderbirds 7 VThunderbirds 7 VThunderbirds 7 VThunderbirds 7 Vssss    Bomb PrintBomb PrintBomb PrintBomb Print        

12/112/112/112/1/201/201/201/2019999    

POM: Louise (TB7) 

POM: Emily (Bomb Print) 

  

The game started with a thunderbirds centre pass. It converted immediately with a few 

passes into a goal. Thunderbirds then managed to get a turnover from Bombprints first 

centre pass and resulted in Thunderbirds scoring quite a few consecutive goals. The 

shooting from GS Maryam Asghar and GA Abi Collins from thunderbirds was accurate 

every time they received the ball. Bombprint fought hard this quarter and had a bit of a 

streak towards the end of the first quarter. The score at the end of the first quarter was 

22-5 to thunderbirds. 

 

The second quarter saw Bombprint make some changes. Their GD Saskia switched into 

GA to give them the extra height in the attacking circle. The WD became GD and the GA 

took on the WD role. These three changes were a great shout for Bombprint as the team 

worked really hard to fight their way back and a few fast turnovers they were starting to 

close the gap against thunderbirds. This quarter ended 37-18 to thunderbirds. 

 

The third quarter thunderbirds saw some changes. Their GK Arwah came off after playing 

a great first half of the match and on came Louise to take her place and finish the match 

as GK. the quarter again was fast paced and both teams trying really hard to convert 

their centre passes. This quarter finished on a score of 55-31 to thunderbirds. 

 

The final quarter, everyone was tired but still working very hard for the ball and to ensure 

each time it was in each teams possession to try and convert it into a goal. Both teams 

working equally as hard to get some more goals in with the final score 70-45 to 

thunderbirds. They managed to hold onto the lead throughout the game and there was 

great play from both of the teams. 

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Thunderbirds 7Thunderbirds 7Thunderbirds 7Thunderbirds 7    70 70 70 70 ––––    Bomb Print 45Bomb Print 45Bomb Print 45Bomb Print 45    



MATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORTMATCH REPORT 

Bomb Print Bomb Print Bomb Print Bomb Print Vs Vs Vs Vs Reading Juniors Reading Juniors Reading Juniors Reading Juniors     

11115555/09/201/09/201/09/201/09/2018888    

POM: Emily Warne (Bomb Print) 

POM: Bex Worth (Reading Juniors) 

  

Reading Juniors had a confident start, scoring the first goal. They had a slight lead on 

Bomb Print until the end of the first quarter, when a couple consecutive goals went in. 

The first quarter ended with the score of 9-7, with Bomb Print in the lead. 

 

Bomb Print managed to extend their lead during the second quarter, finishing with 17 

goals to Reading Juniors’ 11 goals. Some great interceptions were made by both teams, 

however Reading Juniors sometimes lost their possession when they rushed too much. 

 

The third quarter was Bomb Print’s best quarter. Reading Juniors had begun to tire, 

letting more goals slip past their defence. Emily Warne from Bomb Print was especially 

successful in getting the ball into her team’s attacking third. The quarter ended with 

Reading Juniors only just remaining over half of Bomb Print’s goal count (26-14). 

 

The final quarter was the most intense quarter, as Reading Juniors fought to remain 

within half. Both teams started scoring more and the speed of the match picked up. As 

soon as one goal had been scored, everyone was running back to prepare for the next 

centre pass, trying to get in as many goals as possible before the bell rang. Both teams 

were happy with the final score of 38-21. 

    

Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Final Score: Bomb Print 38 Bomb Print 38 Bomb Print 38 Bomb Print 38 ----    Reading JuniorsReading JuniorsReading JuniorsReading Juniors    21212121    


